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Fwd: The Democratic National Convention
Robert West, III [info@cynthiawallaceforcongress.com]

Sent: Thursday, August 20, 2020 10:44 PM

To: Steve Johnston

Hey Steve, I wanted to make sure you saw our team's message from yesterday.

Last night's speakers at the DNC demonstrated the values we need in our leadership, and just
how much is at stake in this election.

I loved what President Obama had to say: "[The Republicans] want you to think your vote
doesn’t matter.... That’s how a democracy withers. Do not let them take away your power. Do
not let them take away your democracy."

That's no different here in our District. We have an opportunity to empower the voice of the
people, elect Cynthia Wallace to Congress, and flip this seat in November. And that work
continues today.

Before Joe Biden takes the stage, chip in $15 or more so we can get Cynthia to
Congress and flip this seat.

Thank you,

Robert West, III
Campaign Manager

--------Begin Forwarded Message---------

Steve,

Tonight during the Democratic National Convention, Senator Kamala Harris made a
powerful statement about this election year:

“Where were you when the stakes were high? And we will not just tell how we felt.
We will tell them what we did.”

We need leadership that unites us, not divides us. That's why Cynthia is
exactly the type of leader North Carolinians are looking for -- someone who
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puts rationality and compassion for others above partisan politics.

After hearing Sen. Kamala Harris tonight, we're more fired up than ever to get
Cynthia to Congress and FLIP NC-09 BLUE!

Let's make history and get a proven champion for the people to Congress.
Chip in $25 right now so we can get Cynthia in Washington to fight for us.

If you've saved your payment information with ActBlue Express, your donation will go through immediately:

$15 » $25 »
$50 » $100 »
$250 » Other »

Let's do this!

Team Wallace

DONATE

Paid for by Cynthia Wallace for Congress

Cynthia Wallace for Congress
PO Box 79096

Charlotte, NC 28271
United States

If you believe you received this message in error or wish to no longer receive email from us, please unsubscribe.

www.cynthiawallace.com
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